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Date Activity

04/01/15 Officer Salmans worked an injury accident at Topeka and Main involving a juvenile on a bicycle vs. car.

04/02/15 Officer Salmans and Chief Rush worked a check fraud case involving a local business as a victim.

04/06/15 Officer Salmans worked a dog bite involving a juvenile.

04/07/15 Officer Salmans and Chief Rush responded to another check fraud case.

04/09/15 Chief Rush worked a possession of hallucinogens at the Haven High School involving a juvenile.

04/15/15 Officer Salmans took report of an Attempted Burglary on Kansas Avenue.

04/21/15 Chief Rush and Officer Salmans took a report involving several juveniles.  An investigation is ongoing.

04/25/15 Officer McClintock and Officer Salmans arrested Lim Samnit on suspicion of DUI.

04/27/15 Chief Rush took a report of felony theft.

04/28/15 Chief Rush took a report of an intoxicated female at the Haven Kwik Shop.

04/28/15 Officer McClintock cited a male driver for speeding, no insurance, and driving while suspended.

04/28/15 Officer McClintock and Chief Rush arrested a female for an outstanding warrant at a traffic stop.

04/30/15 Chief Rush took report of phone harrassment / criminal threat involving juveniles from Hutchinson.

05/02/15 Officer McClintock and Officer Wettstein arrested Bethany Pike for suspicion of DUI.

05/07/15 Chief Rush worked a non-injury accident at Arlington and 2nd Street in Haven involving a commercial vehicle and passenger car.

05/17/15 Officer McClintock and Chief Rush cited a female driver for driving while suspended and speed.

05/17/15 Chief Rush and Officer McClintock cited a female for Minor in Consumption.

05/17/15 Chief Rush and Officer McClintock detained a juvenile female for Minor in Consumption; she was released to her mother.

05/23/15 Officer McClintock arrested Jennifer Bujanda for suspicion of DUI, reckless driving, and driving on left side of roadway.

05/24/15 Officer McClintock cited Cesar Ortiz Chavis with driving while suspended and speeding.

05/24/15

Officer Wettstein arrested Michelle Terwort for suspicion of DUI, no proof of insurance, and improper crossover on divided 

highway.

05/24/15 Officer McClintock arrested Frederick Bofink for suspicion of DUI.

05/26/15 Officer Wettstein cited Anthony Alexander for driving while suspended and speeding.

05/27/15

Chief Rush took report of a possible prowler in the 500 block of E. 2nd Street.  Haven Officers and Reno County Deputies 

searched the area but were unable to locate anyone.

05/28/15 Officer Salmans took report of theft from the Haven Kwik Shop; two employees have been charged in the matter.

05/31/15 Officer Wettstein arrested April Conklin on suspicion of DUI.

05/31/15 Officer Wettstein cited Andrew Tipton of failing to have an interlock device.

05/31/15 Officer McClintock cited Laurencio Canas with driving while being unlicensed.

06/04/15 Chief Rush worked a non-injury accident at K96 and Haven Road.  Failing to yield was the cause.

06/05/15 Officer Wettstein cited Randy Vinyard for driving while suspended.

06/06/15 Officer Wettstein arrested Kenton Weber on suspicion of DUI.

06/06/15

Officers from Haven PD arrested Pedro Estrada Gutierrez, Sr., Pedro Estrada Gutierrez, Jr., and Ivan Reyes for possession of 

marijuana.

06/06/15 Officer Salmans worked a vehicle fire on K96 and Haven Road.

06/07/15 Officer Salmans conducted a welfare check.

06/07/15 Officer Salmans worked a non-injury accident at K96 and Haven Road.

06/09/15 Chief Rush worked a criminal damage to property case at 215 S. Kansas involving a broken car window.

06/09/15 Chief Rush assisted Reno County Fire with removal of a black cat from a tree at 121 S. Sedgwick.

06/09/15 Chief Rush and Reno County Sheriff's Deputy worked a disturbance at 410 E. 4th Street.  No arrests were made.

06/10/15

Officer McClintock cited Kissheanna Bolden with driving while suspended (second offense), no proof of liability insurance, and 

speeding.

06/11/15 Officer Salmans worked a hit and run at the Haven City Office.

06/13/15 Chief Rush took a report of cruelty to an animal related to the trapping of a cat resulting in an injury.

06/13/15 Chief Rush took report of several windows damaged by a pellet gun throughout Haven.

06/14/15 Officer Salmans took report of a residential burglary at 117 S. Topeka.

06/18/15 Chief Rush and Officer Salmans arrested William Reichenberger for driving while suspended and being a habitual violator.

06/20/15 Officer McClintock cited Marcus Jaquez for driving while suspended and no liability insurance.

06/21/15 Officer Wettstein and Officer Eulenstein took report of harrassment.

06/22/15 Officer Wettstein and Officer Eulenstein arrested a male for DUI and possession of methamphetamine.

06/28/15 Officer Eulenstein arrested Daniel Loop for suspicion of DUI.

06/29/15 Chief Rush worked an injury accident involving a motorcycle at the intersection of Kansas and Industrial

06/29/15 Chief Rush and Officer Eulenstein responded to a disturbance in the 100 Blk of N. Sedgwick.  No case was made.
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07/04/15 Officer Eulenstein took a report of criminal damage to property at 131 N Kansas AVE.

07/05/15 Officer Eulenstein took a report of criminal damage to property at 303 Westland DR

07/10/15 Officers responded to a found drug paraphernalia call on Westland DR

07/11/15 Officer McClintock arrested A'me Whipple for DUI.

07/12/15 Officer Salmans responded to a juvenile call regarding criminal damage and a runaway.  The child was taken to Detention

07/13/15 Officer Eulenstein responded to a call of an unattended natural death.  

07/14/15 Detective Campbell took a report of possible indecent liberties with a child. 

07/21/15 Officer Salmans arrested a juvenile male for Poss. Of a controlled substane, escape from custody and Poss. Of Paraphernalia

07/24/15 Chief Rush and Officer Salmans responded to the 200 Block of N. Hutchinson for a vehicle fire.

07/29/15 Officer Eulenstein cited Cassondra Brent for reckless driving.

07/30/15 Officer Eulenstein arrested Kerrie Tonn for DUI and resisting arrest.

08/01/15 Officers responded to an aggravated burglary in progress.  

08/05/15 Officers responded to a report of domestic battery in the 400 Block of E 4th St.  Cassondra Brent was charged.

08/06/15 Officer Eulenstein and Reno County Deputies responded to a call of an ungovernable juvenile.  

08/06/15 Davida Amaro was arrested for driving while being a habitual violator

08/07/15 Officers responded to a domestic dispute without physical contact.  

08/09/15 Officer Salmans arrested Mark Harvey of Conway Springs for driving while suspended.

08/11/15 Officer Eulenstein took a report of Phone Harassment at the Haven Kwik Shop.

08/13/15 Officer Eulenstein arrested Terrance Johnson of Hutchinson KS for driving while being a habitual violator.

08/16/15 Officers took a runaway juvenile into custody.

08/16/15 Officers took a report of child abandonment.  

08/22/15 Officer Salmans arrested Thomas Fredin for driving while suspended. 

08/23/15 Officer Salmans cited Danielle Hubbard for criminal deprivation of property.

08/27/15 Officers assisted Reno County Sheriff's Deputies with an arrest regarding poss. Of marijuana.  

09/01/15 Officer Salmans arrested Christopher Lee for driving while suspended.

09/04/15 Officer McClintock arrested Jared Eash for DUI 2nd.

09/05/15 Officers took a report of sexual harassment.

09/08/15 Officer Eulenstein took a report of a residential burglary.

09/10/15 Officer Salmans took a report of worthless checks at the Haven Kwik Shop

09/12/15 Officer Wettstein worked an aggravated battery between two juvenile males.  Parents declined charges. 

09/17/15 Officer Eulenstein took a report of a non injury accident.

09/17/15 Officers took a report of theft from a residence.

09/17/15 Officers took a report of criminal damage to property

09/22/15 Officers took a report of battery between two juveniles.  


